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THE FIRST SEMESTER TEST 

Time: 45 minutes 

Name:…………………………... 

                                     Class: 6… 

 

I- 1. I live in an apartment………...(in town/ in the town/ in city) 

2. Nam……………..his teeth every morning.(brushes/ brush/ is brush) 

3.The well is………of the house.(to the left/ in the left/ at the left) 

4. What is that?(-They are rice paddies/-It's rice paddy/-It's a rice paddy) 

5. A worker works in a…………..(rice paddy/ museum/factory) 

6.What is he doing?-He……..video games.(plays/ is playing/ is play) 

7………...does your father work? (Where/ What/ Which) 

8.I go to school…………..(by bike/ by the bike/ by a bike) 

9.Chi……………….in the country.(doesn't live/ don't live/ doesn't lives) 

10. I………..at five o'clock. (go to home/ go home/ go to my home) 

II.  

A B 

1.How does Mr Brown travel to Vietnam? a) They are houses. 

2.Is there a lake near your house? b)They walk.  

3.How do Lan and Mai go home? c)Yes, there is. 

4.What are they? d)I am doing my homework. 

5.Are Mai's father and mother teachers? e)They are engineers. 

6.What are you doing? f) He travels by plane. 

7.Does he go to school by car? g)Yes they are. 

8.What do they do? h)No, he doesn't. 

III.  

1.Nam is in grade 6 and he (walk) to school now->……………... 

2.We always (have) lunch at 11.30.->…………….. 
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3.My friend(play) video games at the moment.->……………. 

4.Your classroom (be) on the first or  second floor?->………………. 

IV.  

1.is /the/ the/ left/ park/ to/ bookstore/of/……………………………………….. 

2.for/ waiting/ a/train/ are/ / they/………………………………………………. 

3.time/ Hoang/ up/ get/ does/ what/?..................................................................... 

4.classes/ from/ to/ I/ have/ a quarter to eleven/ seven…………………………. 

V.  

Linh is twelve years old.He lives in a house with his mother, father, and 

sister.Their house is next to a bookstore.In the neighborhood, there is a restaurant, a 

market and a stadium.Linh's father works in the restaurant.His mother works in the 

hospital.Linh often goes to school by bike.He has classes from one to thirty five past five 

in the afternoon. 

1.How many people are there in Linh's family?................................................... 

2.Where does his mother work?............................................................................ 

3.How does he go to school?................................................................................ 

4.What time do his classes end?............................................................................ 

 


